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Abstract: Rapid canopy development in crop increases interception of solar radiation and can be resulted in
increases crop yield. Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate the relationship between canopy
development and crop yield in safflower as well as traits that affect canopy development. The study included
8 safflower genotypes (Arak 2811, DS-1, Fariv, Jila, Koseh, PI, Zarghan 279 and Varamin 295). Laboratorial tests
and field experiment carried out at Islamic Azad University, Pars Abad Moghan Branch in 2010 - 2011. The
results showed that the correlation of seed vigor with rapid canopy development and grain yield was not
significant when there were optimum plant density in field. Rapid canopy development had significant effect
on seed yield. Cultivars with faster canopy development produced more seed yield. Leaf area index and crop
dry matter (at beginning of exponential growth phase), relative leaf area development rate (during the
exponential phase), the average of individual leaf area and leaf area ratio was introduced as effective traits in
rapid canopy development in safflower.
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INTRODUCTION cover and growth in the early season when vapor

Rapid canopy development is one of the unit transpiration water loss than if growth occurred later
physiological attributes that may enhance genetic yield when temperatures are higher [4, 5]. Fourthly, greater
potential of safflower (Carthamus tinctorius L.), ground cover early in the season should also reduce light
particularly in a short growing season. Rapid canopy availability beneath the crop canopy and improve the
development could confer several greater advantages. crop’s competitiveness with weeds [6].
These are firstly, under irrigated condition, in the absence The development of crop canopies (in terms of dry
of biotic and a-biotic stresses, safflower yield is related to weight and leaf area index (LAI)) in the early season
the  amount  of  solar  radiation  captured by the crop [1]. before canopy development is called “exponential phase”.
In these conditions, Rapid canopy development maximizes In this phase, growth rates of seedling are limited by leaf
light interception hence increase yield potential. area and light interception and exponential growth results
Secondly, under rain-fed conditions, greater yield may from positive feedback of expanding leaf area on growth
arise mainly faster growing leaf canopy shades the soil rates. It continues up to the time when the foliage canopy
surface, thereby reducing evaporation of water from the closes in “complete cover” of the land area and thus
soil surface and increasing water availability for the crop complete interception [7]. During exponential phase crop
[2]. However, in some situation Rapid canopy dry weight (W) and LAI dynamics versus time or thermal
development may result in rapid water use, especially in time (t) can be described by this Eq.   y =  exp ( t)
environments with severe terminal droughts, followed by Where y is the crop W or LAI and  and  are the
severe water deficits at critical stages and subsequent parameters of the model. The parameters can be
reductions in grain yield [3]. Thirdly, a greater ground interpreted  in a biologically meaningful way.  is the crop

pressure deficit is low results in greater CO2 fixation per
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W or LAI at the beginning of the exponential growth and genotypes were sown in a randomized block design
related to seed size and seed vigor. Complete, rapid and with four replications. Plots (4 m wide * 5 m long) were
uniform emergence of vigorous seedlings (components hand-seeded on 20 October using row spacing of 30 cm.
of seed vigor) may result to greater and hence rapid Seedling rates were calculated for each genotypes using
canopy development. , the second parameter of the percentage germination and thousand-grain weights to
model (1) is relative growth rate of crop W (g g per day achieve a density of 83 plants m . Prior to seeding 150 kg1

or g g °Cd ) or LAI (m m per day or m m °Cd ). ha super-phosphate was broadcasted and incorporated1 1 2 2 2 2 1

Rapid canopy development concept considered here into the soil. Plots were top-dressed at stem elongation
is somewhat different from the early vigor (EV) concept and flowering stages with urea. Weeds were hand-
used by some researchers [2, 6, 8]. EV deals with crop dry controlled.
matter and LAI production during early section of the Above-ground dry matter and leaf area were
exponential phase of the crop growth. However, in the determined by cutting plants at the soil surface from a
rapid canopy development concept we are interested 0.25 m area every 10 days after 20 DAS (days after
in crop growth during the whole period of exponential sowing) until harvest maturity. Green leaf area was
phase. For example, Lopez-Castaneda et al. [2, 8] and measured using leaf area meter and expressed on a ground
Rebetzke and Richards [6] in their studies of EV were area basis. Dry matter was determined after drying at 70°C
limited to 300°C day from sowing (2-4 leaf numbers on to constant weight. Grain yield was determined on 2 m
main stem) compared to 800°C day after sowing of each plot. Grain yield is expressed on 9% moisture
considered in this study. content. Thermal time (accumulated growing degree

Crop improvement programs dealing with days, GDDs) was calculated from summation of average
physiological traits have three steps [5]: (a) trait or traits maximum and minimum daily temperatures using 2°C as
that promote genetic yield potential must be identified; the base temperature.
(b) genetic variation and its nature for the traits must be Eq. (y = exp ( t)), in the form of ln y = ln + t, was
assessed and superior genetic resources must be fitted to the data of crop dry matter and LAI (y) versus
identified; (c) the gene or genes governing the traits must thermal time (t) for each cultivar at each replication. Then
be incorporated into the current good cultivars. Therefore,  and  were determined. However, we use subscript W
before physiological traits are proposed for inclusion in and L for y = crop dry matter and LAI, respectively.
breeding programs, their benefit for grain yield should be
assessed in terms of the components of yield and the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
determinants of survival [3]. Unless they make a
contribution to one or more components or determinants, Table 1 shows the range, mean, standard error and
there seems little use in breeding for them. coefficient of variation for rapid canopy development

Based on laboratory and field experimentation and related traits of 8 safflower genotypes. Genotypes
correlations, many investigators [2, 6, 8-11] concluded differences in “relative growth rate during the exponential
that more vigorous early growth and greater ground cover phase” were not significant at P=0.05. However,
early in the season (Rapid canopy development) could significant differences were observed for “Day to 30%
result in greater yield potential. However, we unable to canopy development, Day to 60% canopy development,
find any report on quantitative assessing of Rapid canopy Day to full canopy development, Leaf area index at
development and its worth for yield increase in safflower. beginning of exponential growth phase, relative leaf area

The primary objective of this study was to perform a development rate during the exponential phase, Seedling
quantitative evaluation of Rapid canopy development to dry matter at beginning of exponential growth phase,
safflower production in a temperate sub-humid Average of individual leaf area, Leaf emergence rate
environment. during the exponential phase, leaf area ratio during the

exponential phase and Grain yield”. The highest
MATERIALS AND METHODS coefficient of variation (CV) was shown by “Seedling dry

A field experiment was conducted at the Islamic Azad area index at beginning of exponential growth phase, Day
University, Pars Abad Moghan Branch in the growing to 30% canopy development and leaf area ratio during the
season 2010- 2011. The soil was deep silty clay. Eight exponential phase”. Similar CV values were observed for
safflower genotype were used for this study. The “Day to 60% canopy development, Day to full canopy

2

1

2

2

matter at beginning of exponential growth phase, Leaf
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Table 1: Variation in rapid canopy development related traits of 8 safflower genotypes from the north Iran.
Trait Range Mean SE CV F value for cultivars
Day to 30% canopy development 35.2 - 79.1 54.1 18.5 38.1 10.45***

Day to 60% canopy development 71.1 - 99.6 85.3 9.2 19.1 15.12***

Day to full canopy development 95.2 - 148 121 12.4 16.4 9.02***

Leaf area index at beginning of exponential growth phase 0.005 - 0.062 0.024 0.021 66.7 8.87**

relative leaf area development rate during the exponential phase (m /m /GDD) 0.0044 - 0.0081 0.0057 0.0008 14.1 3.412 2 *

Seedling dry matter at beginning of exponential growth phase (gr/m ) 0.17 - 1.85 0.76 0.41 74.5 3.552 *

relative growth rate during the exponential phase (gr/gr/GDD) 0.007 - 0.009 0.0071 0.0007 16.4 2.07n.s

Average of individual leaf area(cm ) 0.07 - 0.13 0.08 0.02 18.7 8.122 ***

Leaf emergence rate during the exponential phase (day) 0.13 - 0.19 0.16 0.01 14.3 8.78***

leaf area ratio during the exponential phase (cm /gr) 16.2 - 35.4 23.4 6 24.2 7.122 ***

Grain yield (kg/ha) 118.1 - 179.5 151.9 18.3 18.2 19.08***

, and : significant at the 0.01, 1% and 5% levels of probability, respectively.***  ** *

Table 2: Mean comparison of various canopy development stages and related traits in safflower.
Cultivar RCD RCD RCD AL BL AW BW AILA LR LAR GY1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 11

Zarghan 279l 56.7 87.8 109 0.027 0.0058 0.777 0.0088 14.2 0.088 0.090 3169cd bc c bc bc b ab b c bc b

PI 76.7 99.3 126.8 0.017 0.0063 0.631 0.0084 9.7 0.110 0.098 1702a a a c ab b ab c a a c

DS-1 65.8 89.8 118 0.028 0.0057 0.840 0.0085 8.5 0.115 0.095 1553b b ab bc bc ab ab c ab a c

Koseh 44.3 79.2 106.3 0.032 0.0060 0.888 0.0087 18.4 0.071 0.084 4452e e c abc ab ab ab a c cd a

Arak 2811 48.2 78.4 113.5 0.037 0.0056 0.968 0.0087 17.6 0.072 0.092 2964de e bc ab bc ab ab a c bcd b

Varamin 295 62.1 84.8 112 0.02 0.0067 0.682 0.0092 14.2 0.078 0.094 2601bc cd bc c a b a b c bc b

Farive 51 85.4 124 0.046 0.0048 1.372 0.0074 13.7 0.07 0.098 2632de cd a a c a b b c ab bc

Jila 49.7 79.2 110.2 0.033 0.0058 0.896 0.0082 16.9 0.080 0.097 2749de de bc abc bc ab ab ab bc d b

Means with the same letter in each column have not statistically significant difference in duncant’s test.

Table 3: Correlation coefficients of between various canopy development stages, related traits and grain yield in safflower.
Traits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1- Day to 30% canopy development 1.00
2- Day to 60% canopy development 0.85 1.00**

3- Day to full canopy development 0.40 0.55 1.00* **

4- Leaf area index at beginning
of exponential growth phase -0.62 -0.41 0.08 1.00** *

5- relative leaf area development rate
during the exponential phase 0.21 -0.16 -0.61 -0.83 1.00** **

6- Seedling dry matter at beginning
of exponential growth phase -0.46 -0.18 0.22 0.92 -0.84 1.00* ** **

7- relative growth rate during the exponential phase 0.22 0.11 -0.66 -0.74 0.92 -0.85 1.00** ** ** **

8- Mean of individual leaf area -0.77 -0.71 -0.41 0.42 -0.12 0.11 0.17 1.00** ** * *

9- Leaf emergence rate during
the exponential phase 0.29 0.18 -0.09 -0.47 0.29 -0.27 0.25 -0.61 1.00* **

10- leaf area ratio during
the exponential phase -0.73 -0.78 -0.52 0.21 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.85 -0.42 1.00** ** ** ** *

11- Grain yield -0.74 -0.75 -0.64 0.07 0.21 0.19 0.26 0.71 -0.23 0.77 1.00** ** ** ** **

and : significant at the 1% and 5% levels of probability, respectively.** *

development, relative leaf area development rate during or weakened by non-significant contrasts [12]. The
the exponential phase, relative growth rate during the variation observed in this study is in consistent to the
exponential phase, Average of individual leaf area, Leaf reports of Regan et al. [10], Turner and Nicolas [13] and
emergence rate during the exponential phase and Grain Whan et al. [9].
yield”. It should be noted that CV values were obtained Correlation coefficients among rapid canopy
by dividing root mean squares of cultivars to the development related traits and grain yield are shown in
corresponding means. Also, a non-significant F value Table 2. “relative leaf area development rate during the
does not necessarily means that all cultivars are similar, exponential phase” were highly correlated with “Day to
because F value is an average value and it may be diluted full canopy development” and “Leaf area index at
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beginning of exponential growth phase”. Regan et al. [10] Overall, the field experiment results showed that
also reported a high positive correlation coefficient exponential phase of canopy development can be divided
between crop dry weight and LAI at 54 DAS in wheat to two sections; an early section (up to “Day to 30%
genotypes. “Seedling dry matter at beginning of canopy development” and “Day to 60% canopy
exponential growth phase” was positively correlated development”) during which canopy W and L are highly
(r=0.92 ) with “Leaf area index at beginning of exponential related to “Seedling dry matter at beginning of exponential**

growth phase” and “Leaf area index at beginning of growth phase” and “Leaf area index at beginning of
exponential growth phase” showed positive correlations exponential growth phase” and a later section where crop
with “Day to 30% canopy development” and “Day to 60% W and L are highly dependent to “relative growth rate
canopy development”, but not with “Day to full canopy during the exponential phase” and “relative leaf area
development”. “relative growth rate during the development rate during the exponential phase”. In
exponential phase” and “relative leaf area development cultivars with high grain yield, canopy W and L are also
rate during the exponential phase” were highly correlated. higher during exponential phase of canopy development.
Correlation coefficient between these parameters with High grain yield is related to higher “relative growth rate
“Day to 30% canopy development” and “Day to 60% during the exponential phase” and “relative leaf area
canopy development” were not significant. However, development rate during the exponential phase”, but not
significant correlations were observed between these with “Seedling dry matter at beginning of exponential
parameters and “Day to full canopy development”. The growth phase” and “Leaf area index at beginning of
lack of significant correlations between “relative growth exponential growth phase”. Genotypic differences for
rate during the exponential phase” and “relative leaf area rapid canopy development parameters show the
development rate during the exponential phase” with possibility of genetic improvement for these traits.
“Day to 30% canopy development” and “Day to 60% However, a negative correlation between “Seedling dry
canopy development” is in agreement with findings of matter at beginning of exponential growth phase” and
Lopez-Castaneda et al. [2]. They showed that “relative “Leaf area index at beginning of exponential growth
growth rate during the exponential phase” and “relative phase” with “relative growth rate during the exponential
leaf area development rate during the exponential phase” phase” and “relative leaf area development rate during the
could not account for the difference in early growth (W exponential phase” may reduce gain from a higher
and L) of wheat and barley during 22 DAS. In a later study “relative growth rate during the exponential phase” and
[6], they showed that embryo size (a trait related to “relative leaf area development rate during the exponential
“Seedling dry matter at beginning of exponential growth phase”. More studies should be conducted to determine
phase” and “Leaf area index at beginning of exponential whether this negative correlation is due to genetic linkage.
growth phase”) was the single most important factor in If yes, breeding efforts aimed at improving “relative
this respect. growth rate during the exponential phase” and “relative

Grain yield showed a significant correlation with “Day leaf area development rate during the exponential phase”
to 30% canopy development”, “Day to 60% canopy and hence rapid canopy development would have to find
development”, “Day to full canopy development”, genetic exception to this negative relation.
“Average of individual leaf area” and “leaf area ratio
during the exponential phase”, but there was not a CONCLUSION
correlation between grain yield and “Leaf area index at
beginning of exponential growth phase”, “relative leaf For several decades, progress in breeding for higher
area development rate during the exponential phase”, yield in safflower has been associated with a reduction in
“Seedling dry matter at beginning of exponential growth straw weight. Hay and Walker [1] stated that there
phase”, “relative growth rate during the exponential appears to be only limited opportunity for achieving
phase” and “Leaf emergence rate during the exponential further increase in yield by increasing harvest index and
phase”. Turner and Nicolas [13] showed a positive it is likely that yield improvements will become
relationship between EV and grain yield for 22 wheat increasingly difficult to achieve in this way as the limit to
genotypes in Western Australia. Thus, it can be the harvest index is approached. Greater yield would be
concluded that rapid canopy development can increase possible though breeding for higher biological yield while
grain yield. harvest index remains constant.
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Greater biological yield depends on the amount of 2. Lopez-Castaneda, C., R.A. Richards and
resource captured and the efficiency with which that G.D. Farquhar, 1995. Variation in early vigor between
resource is used to produce dry matter. The greatest barley and wheat. Crop Sci., 35: 472-479.
scope for biological yield increases probably lies in 3. Ludlow, M.M. and R.C. Muchow, 1990. A critical
increasing the amount of resource captured, because evaluation of traits for improving crop yield in
radiation use efficiency and transpiration efficiency are water-limited environments. Adv. Agron, 43: 107-153.
relatively conservative [4]. Therefore, rapid canopy 4. Tanner, C.B. and T.R. Sinclair, 1983. Efficient water
development seems an appropriate way especially in use in crop production: research or re - search? P.
environment where growing season is limited and there is 1-27. In H. M. Taylor et al. (ed) Limitations to efficient
little scope for lengthening the growing season in order to water use in crop production. ASA, CSSA and SSSA,
increase dry matter production and yield. Madison. WI.

Attempts to increase rapid canopy development and 5. Condon, A.G., R.A. Richards and G.D. Farquhar, 1993.
thereby yield through greater “relative leaf area Relationships between carbon isotope discrimination,
development rate during the exponential phase” would be water use efficiency and transpiration efficiency for
more beneficial than “Leaf area index at beginning of dryland wheat. Aust. J. Agric. Res., 44: 1693-1711.
exponential growth phase”. The results showed that 6. Rebetzke, G.J. and R.A. Richards, 1999. Genetic
agronomic management must avoid from reduction in improvement of early vigor in wheat. Aust. J. Agric.
“Leaf area index at beginning of exponential growth Res., 50: 291-301.
phase” and “relative leaf area development rate during the 7. Loomis, R.S. and D.J. Connor, 1992. Crop ecology:
exponential phase”. Application of starter fertilizers, plant Productivity and management in agricultural systems.
density, seedbed conditions and etc are important aspects Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge.
of cultural management in respect to rapid canopy 8. Lopez-Castaneda, C., R.A. Richards, G.D. Farquhar
development. On locations with non-optimum the and R.E. Williamson, 1996. Seed and seedling
management, yield increase has to be obtained in the first characteristics contributing to variation in early vigor
place by improvement of agronomic measures. among temperate cereals. Crop Sci., 36: 1257-1266.

More experiments and simulation studies are required 9. Whan, B.R., G.P. Carlton and W.K. Anderson, 1991.
to confirm the results of this study in similar and different Potential for increasing early vigor in spring wheat. I.
climates (environments). In these studies, variation for Identification of genetic improvements. Aust. J. Agric.
rapid canopy development related traits, associations Res., 42: 347-361.
among the traits and yield and predicted benefits from the 10. Regan, K.L., K.H.M. Siddique. N.C. Turner and
rapid canopy development should be examined. Short time B.R. Whan, 1992. Potential for increasing early vigor
intervals for measurements of leaf characters recommend. and total biomass in spring wheat. ?. Characteristics
In this study, measurement of dry matter production associated with early vigor. Aust. J. Agric. Res.,
and LAI and the parameters “Leaf area index at beginning 43: 541-553.
of exponential growth phase” and “relative leaf area 11. Soltani, A., S. Galeshi. E. Zeinali and N. Latifi, 2002.
development rate during the exponential phase” (rapid Germination, seed reserve utilization and seedling
canopy development related traits) were determined growth of chickpea as affected by salinity and seed
by destructive sampling. For selection purposes in large size. Seed Sci and Technol, 30: 51-60.
breeding populations, this method is not likely to be 12. Chew, V., 1976. Comparing treatments means: a
adopted as it is time, space and labor consuming. Rapid, compendium. Hort Science, 11: 348-357.
objective and non-destructive indicator traits related to 13. Terner, N.C. and M.E. Nicolas, 1987. Drought
rapid canopy development should be identified, say light resistance of wheat for light-textured soils in a
interception and ground cover measurements. Mediterranean climate. In: J. P. Srivastava. E.
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